War in the Clouds
World War Two in the air of Western Europe
Part Two

The Battle of
Britain

The sky over London,
September 15, 1940

One Family’s Experience
• During WW2, my English family:
– Grandfather – Bomb Warden
– Uncle – Vehicle support for the Royal Army
– Uncle’s best friend – RAF pilot (shot down three times, shot
down three Germans)
– Aunt – Made artillery shells on the back shift
– Mother – Nurse at RAF Hospital (Lost a boyfriend in N. Africa)
– Aunt & Mother – Bombed and shot at
– Cousin – Bombed

• This is not unusual, most English families had similar story.

Other important factors
•
•
•
•

German experience in Spain
RAF “Home Field Advantage”
RAF Maintenance Command
Aviation gasoline (85 octane vs. 100+)
– US provided tetra ethyl lead

• British aircraft manufacturing
– Beaverbrook’s appointment
– Ease of producing the Hawker Hurricane
– Recognition of the nature of the war
• Britain exceeded their planned production goal by 3x
• The Germans were running at 40% of their goal (no war economy)

Still other factors
• British civilian initiatives:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Spitfires & Hurricanes
Aircraft production facilities
Civilian Repair Organization (CRO)
Air Transport System (ATA- >600 civilian pilots)
Medical facilities
Engine high octane conversions

• Enigma
• A remarkable ability to repair bomb damaged airfields, radar sites,
and phone, electrical, water & gas facilities
• However, the most important factor was “Dowding System”

The Dowding System
• The Germans did not know it, but they were facing the world’s first ever fully
integrated air defense system.
• The British victory was a victory of data: getting it, interpreting it, and using it
effectively.
• Myths of the Battle of Britain
– The idea that the Germans did not appreciate or understand radar is a myth.
– The idea that the Germans lost because the British shot down so many more of their
planes is a myth.
– The idea that if the Germans had just kept bombing the airfields and not shifted to city
bombing, they would have won is a myth.

• In the end, it was the Dowding system plus British aircraft production and
maintenance that prevented the Germans from being able to ever achieve air
supremacy. It was a battle of attrition and against these two factors they
could not win so, they finally quit.

The Dowding
System
The Germans were defeated
by young women in huts
pushing blocks around on
table-top maps, old men in
the field with binoculars and
theodolites, men and women
army gunners, men and
women staring into radar
screens and understanding
what they were seeing,
senior officers with access to
all this data and the authority
to make decisions, and
young, skillful, and
determined pilots willing and
able to go up as often as 5
times a day to carry out
those decisions.
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All tied together in a
completely
integrated data
system

The pointy end of the spear

AA Guns
• Britain started the battle with only 1140 3.7inch AA guns
under General Pile of the army AAC.
– 264 covering London
– By September this had doubled to 530

• In September 1940, AAC fired 260,000 rounds and
brought down just 9 aircraft (30,000 per)
– By October they were killing one aircraft per 11,000 rounds
– By January, they were down to 4000 rounds.

• More women than men were assigned to the AA units but
for some reason, they were not allowed to fire the guns.

The German
pilots never
understood
why no
matter what
they did,
they were
always met
by waiting
fighters.
The success
rate of
interception
was 95%

Tactics
• Initially the British were way behind the Germans in air-toair tactics.
– V-formation vs. the German much better “finger four.” (Schwarm)

• British early attempts to husband their aircraft did not work
out at all. Corrected by the end of the “Channel War”.
• The major disagreement (Early intercept vs. the “Big Wing”)
between Air Marshals Park (Group11) and Leigh-Mallory
(Group 12) was never settled and was a major reason for
Dowding and Park being relieved at the end of the Battle of
Britain.

Tactics (2)
• Three major errors by the Luftwaffe
1. Essentially left the radar stations alone
when it was realized they were hard to
hit.
2. Failed to fully destroy a target before
moving on to a new one.
3. Built up the scores of a limited number
of designated “heroes” rather than
allowing each pilot to “have at it” as
circumstances dictated.

Dover Radar Station
under a rare attack

The RAF had 38% of it’s pilots shoot
down at least one German plane (886).
However, it had only 10 double aces out
of 2332 pilots that flew missions. The
Germans had 40 double aces, but
these accounted for 66% of all RAF
losses. (626 of 953). The Germans had
7 pilots with > 20 victories; the RAF had
one.

Finger Four (Schwarm) Formation
V (Vic) Formation

First invented by German pilot
Werner Mölders in Spain. He would
go on the record 100 victories before
being killed in 1941
A.
B.
C.
D.

Flight Leader
Right Wingman
Left Wingman
The “Weaver”

1.
2.
3.
4.

Flight Leader
Flight Wingman
Element Leader
Element Wingman

The Channel War (July 10 to August 11)

The Four
Phases
(Roughly)

Radar and RAF attacks (August 12 to August
17)
Attacks on RAF and aircraft manufacturing
(August 18 to September 7)
The “Blitz” (September 7 to October 31)*
*But really until May 21, 1941.

All of these dates are very rough and there
was much overlap.

The Battle Sequence
•

Phase One, the
Channel War

•
•

•

From the French surrender (25 June), Hitler
is waiting for the British to quit.
On 10 July, Hitler ordered Goering
commenced air attacks against the English
Channel shipping. Churchill resists.
Over the next three days the British will
shoot down 40 German planes for the loss
of 29 of their own.
– On July 31, the British will stop all
daytime channel traffic
– The German believe they have won the
first round
– Total ship losses will be 42 merchant
ships and 14 warships
The total losses for the Channel War (by 12
August) would be 186 German planes while
the British lost only 88 fighters. Beaverbrook
had produced 496 new fighters.

– The RAF was much larger
going into the heart of the Battle
of Britain than the Germans
believed.

The Battle Sequence

• On July 16, a very frustrated Hitler
orders preparations for an invasion
of Great Britain (Operation Sea
Lion). Army and Navy plans conflict
but, both agree that:
– Air supremacy MUST be achieved

• Phase Two: On 12 August,
Goering elects to destroy the Chain
Home radar system. (This fails
miserably)
• On 13 August Goering launches
the first big raid. It is focused on
both radar and the RAF bases
(Eagle Day)
– The British would lose 16
fighters although the Germans
would claim 42. The Germans
would lose 42 aircraft although
the RAF would claim 78
victories.

The “Hardest Day”
•
•
•
•

Phase Three: Sunday, 18 August
Intense raids on RAF airfields all day
The RAF claimed 126 victories; actual was 71.
Germans claimed 124 victories; actual was 30.

Phase 3 (The Big Shift)
• Focus is on airfields (with some success) and factories (with very
little success). For example, on 21 August, 17 airfields or aircraft
factory towns are attacked.
• Raids are started at night as well as day to cut down on fighter
losses and provide less of a break for the RAF.
– The RAF is not prepared for this and has no night fighters.

• On the evening of 24 August, a lost He111 dropped its bombs on
London. Churchill sends 81 bombers to retaliate against Berlin.
• A furious Hitler order a mass bombing raids on London.

British Bombers
1939 - 1942

Bristol Blenheim

Armstrong Whitworth Whitley

Vickers
Wellington
Handley Page
Hampden

Heroes

It gets rough
• The last seven days of August are
some of the roughest days of the
battle for both sides.
– Parachute kills on both sides

• August #s.
– The RAF lost 496 aircraft and 148 pilots
– The Germans lost 585 planes

• On 7 September, the Luftwaffe starts
carrying out mass bombing raids on
British cities. (The famous “strategy
change”).

Strategy Change
• One of the most contentious and argued about acts of WW2
• Did it or did it not cause the Germans to lose the Battle of Britain?
The arguments:
1. Yes-Continued focus on air bases would have crippled Fighter Command.
This was long held to be the right answer; not so much today.
2. No- the “weather window” was too close anyway. (Certainly true)
3. No-RAF could always pull north and then redeploy for the invasion.
(Possible but no such plan existed)
4. No-The air battle was irrelevant because of the strength of the Royal Navy
Certainly true.

•

In any case, Hitler really wasn’t serious about Sealion.

London Gets Hammered

The Battle of Attrition
• Between 7/1 and 8/15, German
intelligence estimated that the RAF had
lost a total of 770 fighters and had
produced 300 replacements. The actual
numbers were a loss of 290 fighters with
750 replacements. Instead of being
down 470 units the RAF was up 460
units. That’s a swing of 930 fighters!
• Put another way, on 8/15, the Germans
thought the RAF had 430 fighters. They
actually had 1438!

The Germans
were losing a
war of attrition;
the pilots knew
it, but their
superiors didn’t.

Battle of Britain Day (15 Sept.)
• Luftwaffe launches the heaviest raid on London of the war. (≈ 950 planes)
• In the previous 5 weeks, the British have produced 1154 fighter aircraft (330
Spitfires & 824 Hurricanes)
• German pilots are consistently asking where all these British fighters were
coming from?!
• The previous week had seen poor weather allowing the RAF to rest its current
pilots and graduate some new ones.
• Although it was not the highest number of one day losses for the Luftwaffe, the
results were shocking.
– The RAF reported 550 “contacts”, by far the highest of the war
– The RAF claimed 185 German planes downed
– The Luftwaffe lost 7% (61) of all deployed aircraft, the RAF lost 31.

• The Battle of Britain was decided. Remarkably, Fighter Command had more
fighters now than when the battle started.

Aftermath
• Phase Four: On 17 September, Hitler called off Sea Lion.
• On 27 September, a German fighter-bomber raid
destroyed the Spitfire factory at Southampton.
– Too little too late.

• For October, the Germans “kept up appearances”.
– Day raids with fighter bombers against military targets without
much success
– Night raids with bombers against British cities (mostly London)
– The Luftwaffe pilots are suffering from Kanalkrankheit (PTSD)

Aftermath (2)
• Air battles continued over the channel and the Germans
continued to bomb at night, but the Battle of Britain was truly over.
• On November 28, Goering ordered most of the Luftwaffe fighters
back to Germany for “winter break” They would end up on the
Eastern Front.
Although these guys realized they had failed to
• The final score:
achieve their strategic goal, they would have
been truly shocked if they had known these
July 10 to October 31:
numbers.
– RAF lost 953 fighters and about
500 pilots (≈ 9 planes & 4 men/day)
– Luftwaffe lost 1977 planes (812 fighters)
and over 4000 aircrew (≈ 17 planes &
35 men / day.)

Ten
Important
people
(Historian
Stephen
Bungay)

• Mgen E.B. Ashmore:
Developed the ROC
• Henry Tizard: Applied
science to the British war
effort
• Robert Watson-Watt:
Developed radar
• Sydney Camm: The
Hurricane
• R.J. Mitchell: The Spitfire

• Ernest Hyde: The
Merlin engine from
Rolls-Royce
• AM Ralph Sorley:
Forced 8 guns onto
British fighters
• ACM Dowding: The
Dowding System
• A/M Keith Parks: Ran
the heart of the battle
for 5 months
• Churchill: PM

What was the importance of it all?
• It DID NOT prevent the invasion of
England (It was not going to happen
anyway)
• It did end the invincibility myth of
Hitler, Germany, and the Luftwaffe.
• It did ensure England stayed in the
war with all that meant to final victory.
• It did have a major impact on the
American attitude towards England,
Germany and the war.

One final thought on the Battle of Britain:
(A personal opinion)
Neville Chamberlain has over the years been
savaged by many historians for his role going into
WW2. His attempts to appease Adolf Hitler deserve
this level of criticism. However, it is important to
note that when appeasement failed and Britain had
to fight, the Battle of Britain was won by the Royal
Air Force. That force belonged to Chamberlain. He
had the foresight to see the need and the will and
organization to force through what was needed in
the face of much opposition. The Spitfires,
Hurricanes, and Dowding System that defeated the
Germans was due to Chamberlain and he deserves
much praise for this accomplishment. He lived just
long enough to see the victory for which he was so
much responsible, dying on 9 November 1940

The “Blitz”
7 Sept 1940 –
21May 1941

The “Blitz”
• From Sept 1940 until May 1941, the “Blitz” would continue
unabated.
• On 7 Sept. the Luftwaffe was ordered to begin bombing
London and other cities.
– Original purpose was to draw the RAF into a “Battle of
Annihilation”.
– After the “Battle of Britain Day” on 15 September, the Luftwaffe
gradually shifted to night raids and the objective changed.
• Hoping to cause the collapse of the economy and British moral.

– London would be hit 56 times in the next 57 days.

4400
3100
German Bombers

2200

The Blitz Campaign
• By Oct 7, 1940, night bombing of production facilities became
official policy.
– The problem was they could not see the targets and so “area bombing”
became the norm if not the purpose.
– This in turn failed due to poor strategy. (Poor target selection)
• By turns: coal facilities, shipping, power production, airfields, railways, docks, water
facilities, aircraft production, armament factories, etc.
• But, always by bombing the “area” around the target.
• And never concentrating on one target set until it was truly destroyed.

• The Germans did not admit it (even to themselves) but this was
effectively area bombing.
• By November, the Germans gave up the pretext of precision
bombing with the introduction of “Butterfly” cluster bombs.

The Battle of the Beams
• Both sides recognized the need for electronic navigation and bombing aids
especially for night bombing.
– The British believed no such systems existed; they were wrong.

• Lorenz led to the Knickebein system before the war.
– Excellent performance early in the war.
– The British identified this system and came up with effective counter-measures (jamming
and spoofing) in the summer of 1940.

• The Germans then produced X-Gerat (multi-beam) and Y-Gerat (single
beam).
– X-Gerat was countered by spoofing but too late to save Coventry (14 November 1940)
– Y-Gerat was countered by re-sending the same signal thereby confusing the system
operators.

• The British successfully countered all three systems by May 1941,
and the Germans gave up, never using them again.

After the Blitz
• In May, almost the whole Luftwaffe was sent to the eastern front
to support Operation Barbarossa.
• With < 300 planes in western Europe, the Luftwaffe would
continue periodic night raids on British cities (The “Baedeker”
raids)
– These were Hitler ordered terror raids with no specific targets, just area
bombing.
– In 1943, they dropped 2400 tons of bombs on British cities (as compared
to the RAF dropping 157,000 on Germany.

• This German campaign would ramp up in January 1944 (The
“Baby Blitz”) and stop after D-Day and the introduction of the “V”
weapons.

British Night Fighters
• The Beaufighter was introduced in November 1940 and was fitted
with 4 20mm cannon and an Airborne Radar (AI) Mk. IV.
• A network of GCI (Ground Control Interception) stations was
operable by January 1941.
• The AI radar was steadily improved finally reaching the Mk. X by
the end of the war.
• The Mosquito night-fighter variant was introduced in January ‘42.
• Once everything was in place, the system proved quite deadly
and by March ‘41 the Luftwaffe was losing about 50 bombers a
month.

Beaufighter

Mk. XIII Air Intercept radar

British Night Fighters

de Havilland Mosquito
Development Suitability on
steroids: This plane served as
• Night fighter (Offensive and
Defensive)
• Low-level day bomber
• Hi-level night bomber
• Dive bomber
• Torpedo bomber
• CAS
• Pathfinder
• Night fighter decoy
• Photo-recon
• ASW patrol aircraft
• High-value transport

December 1941
7800 produced
430 mph
39,000 ft. ceiling
2500 mile range

City

Blitz Statistics
Date

Daylight sorties

Night sorties

October 1940

2,300 (79)*

5,900 (23)

November 1940

925 (65)

6,125 (48)

December 1940

650 (24)

3,450 (44)

January 1941

675 (7)

2,050 (22)

tons

Raids

London

18,291

71

Liverpool/
Merseyside

1,957

8

Birmingham

1,852

8

Glasgow/
Clydeside

1,329

5

Plymouth

1,228

8

Bristol

919

6

Exeter

75

19

Coventry

818

2

Portsmouth

687

3

Southampton

647

4

Hull

593

3

February 1941

500 (9)

1,450 (18)

March 1941

800 (8)

4,275 (46)

Manchester

578

3

April 1941

800 (9)

5,250 (58)

Belfast

440

2

May 1941

200 (3)

3,800 (55)

Sheffield

355

2

Sunderland

155

1

Nottingham

137

1

Cardiff

115

1

( )* - losses

Three final efforts against England
1. Operation Steinbock
2. V-1 Buzzbombs
3. V-2 ballistic missile

Operation Steinbock
The “Baby Blitz”

• 21 Jan to 29 May 1944; Hitler ordered this as a reprisal for the
Combined Bomber Offensive and to help with the attendant
decreasing civilian moral.
• Used a force of 524 bombers, both old and some newer models
(JU-188, Do-217, and He-177). 29 FW-190 fighter bombers were
also assigned (25 were shot down).
• Night assaults only. A total of 19 assaults were conducted
against several different cities. (Large % of “Butterfly” bombs)
• The Germans lost 329 a/c (234 by night fighters and 95 by AA), a
horrendous 63% of their committed bombers.
– The RAF lost one to combat action and 8 to accidents.

Operation Steinbock (2)
The “Baby Blitz”

• The raids caused little damage and killed only an average of 82
civilians on each raid. Most bombers failed to reach their targets.
• The failure of Steinbock was due to the effectiveness of the British
defense, inexperience of the German crews, and a shear lack of
sufficient bombers.
• The lost crews were irreplaceable.
• It proved a major factor in the Luftwaffe’s inability to interfere with
Allied operations at Normandy in June ‘44.

98 JU-188s

81 Do- 217s

46 would be used in Operation
Steinbock and all 46 would
crash or be shot down,

The V-1 (Buzzbombs)
• June 1944 until March 1945
• Specs: Range-160 mi, Speed 400 mph, Accuracy- 7 mi,
warhead- 1800 #.
• 10,492 were launched against England aimed at Tower
bridge
– 2400 successfully landed in greater London causing 6000 fatalities.
• Of these, 80% landed within 8 miles of their target

– Of the 8000 misses, ≈ 2000 were shot down by Tempests,
Spitfires, Mosquitos, and Mustangs. 300 were caught by balloons.
– The rest either failed in flight (about 2000) or were shot down by
radar-guided AA fire using American VT fuses (about 4000).

A mobile GL Mk. III radar
set, capable of gun laying
(predictive fire)

The V-2
• The only true German “super weapon”. Is cost about 50%
more than the American nuclear weapon program.
– Unit cost was 25X the V-1
– Range 200 mi

• 3225 were launched between Sept 1944 and March 1945
– Belgium-1664, England-1402, France-76, Tactical- 30
– ≈ 9000 total civilian and military deaths

• British Double-Cross system caused over half to miss
London

